An analytical expression for the gravitational field of a homogeneous cylinder is derived. The phase of the atom interferometer produced by the gravity field of the set of cylinders has been calculated. The optimal values of the initial positions and velocities of atomic clouds were obtained. It is shown that at equal sizes of the atomic cloud in the vertical and transverse directions, as well as at equal atomic vertical and transverse temperatures, systematic errors due to the finite size and temperature of the cloud disappear. It is shown that, although the gravitational field of the Earth does not affect the phase double difference, it does not allow one to perform measurements with accuracy better than several 1000ppm. To overcome this restriction, it is proposed to use the technique of eliminating gravity-gradient terms. Nonlinear dependences of the phase on the uncertainties of atomic positions and velocities required us to modify the expression for the standard phase deviation. Moreover, such dependences lead to a phase shift, and, therefore, to the additional systematic error, which was also calculated. The relative accuracy of measurements of Newtonian gravitational constant 10 −4 and 2 · 10 −5 is predicted for sets of 24 and 630 cylinders, respectively.
Atom interferometry [1] is now used to measure Newtonian gravity constant G [2] [3] [4] . Searches for new schemes and options promise to increase the accuracy of these measurements. Previously, it was shown [5] that, in principle, the current state-of-art in atom interferometry would allow one to measure G with an accuracy of 200ppb. To achieve such a goal one has to use simultaneously the largest time delay between pulses T = 1.15 s [6] , temperature 115pK and radius of the atom cloud 170 µ (which are larger than those observed in [7] ), the beam splitter with an effective wave vector k = 8.25 · 10 8 m -1 [8] , the source mass 1080kg [9] and phase noise φ err = 10 −4 rad. The following procedure was used [3] [4] [5] 10] . The source mass consists of two halves, which are placed in two different configurations C and F. We accept the notation "C and F," which was previously used in articles [3, 4] . The atomic gradiometer [11] measures the phase difference of two atomic interferometers (AIs) 1 and 2
where φ (C,F ) (z j , v j ) is the phase of AI j, in which the atoms are launched vertically from point x j = (0, 0, z j ) at velocity v j = 0, 0, v zj . Phase difference (1) consists of two parts, the one that is induced by the gravitational field of the Earth and inertial terms and the one that is associated with the gravitational field of the source mass. One expects [2] [3] [4] that the phase double difference (PDD)
will depend only on the AI phase φ (C,F ) s (z j , v j ) produced only by the field of source mass, and therefore can be used to measure the Newtonian gravitational constant G. This statement is only partly true, only for the mean PDD value. If we allow small uncertainties of atomic positions and velocities {δx j , δv j }, then the standard deviation (SD) of the PDD will depend both on the gravitational field of the source mass and on the gravitational field of the Earth. If the response of the system f comprises two independent parts
then for the SD of this response, σ (f ) = f 2 − f 2 1/2
, one finds
where we assumed that for independent responses, f 1 f 2 = f 1 f 2 . Now the phase of this AI j (j = 1 or j = 2) for a configuration of the source mass (I = C or I = F ) comprises two parts
where for the phase induced by the Earth's field, under some simplifying assumptions (see, for example, [12] ), one gets
E (x j , v j ) = kgT 2 + kΓ Ezz T 2 z j + v zj T + kΓ Ezz gT
where k is the effective wave vector, g is the gravitational field of the Earth, Γ Ezz is the zz−component of the gravitygradient tensor of this field, T 1 is the time delay between the moment the atoms are launched and the 1st Raman pulse. Now, applying the formula (4) to the responses (5, 1, 2) one will receive for the relative standard deviation (RSD)
In the presence of gravity-gradient terms, the RSD cannot be less than a certain minimum value,
For the values obtained in [3, 4] ,
one will come to a restriction for RSD
We would like to emphasize that the main contribution to the constraint (10) is given by velocity uncertainties. We think that the restriction (8) also played a certain role in the experiments [2, 18] and was one of the reasons for the low accuracy of the measurement of G. In the article [2] for the following values of parameters ∆
On the order of magnitude, this restriction is close to the measurement accuracy 4 · 10
in [2] . In the work [18] 
This restriction 2.8 times larger than the RSD in the error φ (C) s in Table 5 .1, but it an order of magnitude smaller than the accuracy of the measurement of G in [22] . It should be emphasized that the influence of the gradient of Earth gravity field on the accuracy of the measurement of the Newton gravitational constant was not discussed clearly in all preceding articles [2-4, 14, 18] .
To overcome the restriction (10) we suggest using the method of eliminating the sensitivity of the phase to the atom position and velocity [13] , which is achieved by changing the wave vector of the second Raman pulse, so that
The possibility of using the technique of [13] for measuring G was considered by G. Rosi [14] . The difference from what is proposed here is that we propose to eliminate only the gradient of the gravitational field of the Earth. Here, one can neglect the change of the phase φ
s (x j , v j ) because of a change (11) , as the higher order perturbation. Obviously, after elimination, one will get a weaker restriction for the RSD
where δΓ Ezz is the measurement error of Γ Ezz . Although, starting with article [15] , methods for measuring the gravity gradient using AIs have been studied in many articles, I know only two publications [16, 17] , in which the values of Γ Ezz and δΓ Ezz were published. The error δΓ Ezz = 30E was reported [17] . In this case, one gets instead (10)
We will make sure that the restriction (13) can be neglected with an accuracy of no more than 20%. In order to achieve the maximum value of the first order difference ∆φ (C) s in C−configuration, one can choose starting points at the maximum and minimum of the dependence φ (C) s (z, v) [5, 10] . The choice of extreme points leads to a quadratic dependence of the phase φ (C) s (z, v) on small deviations {δz j , δv j } in the vicinities of these points. Let us consider now the contribution to the phase double difference from the first-order phase difference in F −configuration. In principle, one can find the positions of the halves of the source mass, at which points z 1 and z 2 are extrema of the dependence φ (F ) s (z, v) [18] . However, in this case, points in the velocity space v z1 and v z2 , which were extreme for the C−configuration, become non-extreme. To avoid this difficulty one can [5, 10] distance the halves of the source mass sufficiently far so that even the linear dependences of the φ (F ) s (z, v) on the deviations near the points {z j , v j } do not affect significantly the error φ (C) s of the phase double differences (2). We performed [5, 10] calculations, determined the optimal geometry of the gravitational field, positions and velocities of atomic clouds for the source mass of a cuboid shape. The choice of this shape is convenient for calculations since one has an analytical expression for the potential of the cuboid [19] . Despite this, it is preferable to use the source mass in a cylindrical shape to perform high-precision measurements of G [20] . Cylindrical source masses were used to measure G with an accuracy of 150ppm [3, 4] . The hollow cylinder source mass has been proposed to achieve an accuracy of 10ppm [14] . The analytical expression for the gravitational field along the axis of the hollow cylinder was explored [14] , but outside this axis, the potential expansion into spherical harmonics was used [3, 4] . The technique for calculating the gravitational field without calculating the gravitational potential was proposed in book [20] , but the final expression for the cylinder field is given in [20] without derivation. Following technique [20] , we calculated the field and arrived at expressions (A17, A22) that do not coincide with those given in [20] . Both the derivations and final results are presented in this article.
To estimate the expected accuracy of the G−measurement, one has to analyze the error φ
s . In precision gravity experiments, one calculates or measures the standard deviation (SD) σ of the response f , that is, the AI phase or phase difference, using the expression
where n is the number of variables {q 1 , . . . q n }, included in the error budget, σ m = |∂f /∂q m | σ (q m ) , and.σ (q m ) is a SD of small uncertainty in the variable q m . See examples of such budgets in [2-4, 14, 16, 18, 21] . The situation changes when one considers uncertainties near the extreme points {x m , v m } and the signal uncertainty becomes a quadratic function of the uncertainties of the atomic position and velocity {δx m , δv m } . There are several examples in which measurements were carried out (or proposed to be carried out) near extreme points. Extreme atomic coordinates were selected in the experiments [18] . Extreme atomic coordinates and velocities were found in the articles [5, 10] . The difficulties of using extreme points are noted in the article [14] , where an alternative approach was proposed, based on the elimination of the dependence of the AI phase on the atomic position and velocity proposed in [13] . However, even in this case, one eliminates only the dependence on the vertical coordinates and velocities, while the transverse coordinates {x m , y m } = {0, 0} and velocities {v xm , v ym } = {0, 0} remain extreme. This is because the vertical component of the gravitational field of the hollow cylinder δg z (x) is axially symmetric, and the expansion of both the field and the field gradient in transverse coordinates begins with quadratic terms. We see that in all the cases listed above [5, 10, 14, 18] , the use of the expression (14) is unjustified. Revision of this expression is required. Moreover, the quadratic dependence on the uncertainties {δx m , δv m } leads to a shift in the signal [22] . Here, we expressed both the SD and the shift of the phase double difference (2) in terms of the first and second derivatives of the phases φ (C,F ) s at the found extreme points. The article is arranged as follows. Standard deviation and shift are obtained in the next section. Section III is devoted to the AI phase and phase derivatives calculations, PDD and error budget for source mass consisting of 24 cylinders are obtained in the Sec. IV. An optimization procedure in respect to atomic positions and velocities considered in the Sec. V. The case of the 630 cylinders source mass is studied in the Sec. VI, while the derivation of the cylinder gravitational field is presented in the Appendix.
II. SD AND SHIFT.
Let us consider the variation of the double difference (2)
where {δx jI , δv jI } is the uncertainty of the launching position and velocity of the cloud j (j = 1 or 2) for the source mass configuration I (I = C or F ) , δφ
is the variation of the part of the AI j phase, produced by the source mass gravity field in the I−configuration. For the shift s and standard deviation σ defined as
One sees that the problem is reduced to the calculation of the shift s and SD σ of a variation δφ [δx, δv] , which should be expanded to the second order terms as
A summation convention implicit in Eq. (18) will be used in all subsequent equations. Repeated indices and symbols appearing on the right-hand-side (rhs) of an equation are to be summed over, unless they also appear on the left-handside (lhs) of that equation. Let assume that the distribution functions of the uncertainties are sufficiently symmetric, and all odd moments are equal 0. The moments of the second and fourth orders are given by
where δ mn is Cronecker symbol, κ (x m ) is a cumulant of the given uncertainty δx m , defined as
Using the moments (19) one arrives at the following expressions for the SD and shift
One sees that, even for the symmetric uncertainties distribution, the knowledge of the uncertainties' SDs is not sufficient. One has to know also uncertainties' cumulants (20) . The exclusion here is Gaussian distributions, for which the cumulants
Further calculations will be performed only for these distributions. For the each case considered below we are going to calculate the double difference (2) and relative contributions to the shift (16a) and SD (16b) from the each of two atom clouds at the each of two source mass configurations.
III. THE PHASE AND PHASE DERIVATIVES OF THE ATOM INTERFEROMETER
To calculate the phase φ (I) s produced by the gravitational field of the source mass, we use the results obtained in the article [23] . It is necessary to distinguish three contributions to the phase, classical, quantum, and Q-term (see Eqs. (62c, 64, 60c), (62d, 71, 60c), (89) in [23] for these three terms). For Q-term an estimate was obtained
where M a is the atom mass, L is the characteristic distance over which the gravitational potential of the test mass changes. For 87 Rb, at L > 0.3m, the relative weight of the Q-term does not exceed 2ppb, and we neglect it. For the remaining terms and the vertical effective wave vector, k = {0, 0, k} , one gets
where δg z (x) is the vertical component of the gravitational field of the source mass. The derivatives of this phase of the first and second order are given by where γ zm (x) = ∂δg z (x) ∂x m is the zm−component of the gravity-gradient tensor of the source mass field, and
is the zmn−component of the curvature tensor of this field.
IV. ERROR BUDGET
We applied the formula for the cylinder field (A17) to calculate the phases produced by different sets of cylinders. In this section, we consider the field geometry chosen in the article [3, 4] , see Fig. 1 .
Two halves of the source mass, each including 12 tungsten alloy cylinders, move in a vertical direction from C−configuration to F −configuration, in each of which one measures the phase difference of the first order (1), and then PDD (2). The following system parameters are important for calculation: cylinder density ρ = 18263kg/m 3 , cylinder radius and height R = 0.0495m and h = 0.15011m, Newtonian gravitational constant G = 6.67408 · 10
[24], the Earth's gravitational field g = 9.80492m/s 2 [25] , the delay between impulses T = 160ms, the time T 1 = 0, the effective wave vector k = 1.61058 · 10 7 m -1 , the mass of the 87 Rb M = 86.9092a.u. [26] , atomic velocity at the moment of the first impulse action v = 1.62762m/s. With respect to the apogee of the atomic trajectory in the lower interferometer, the z−coordinates of the centers of the halves of the source mass are equal to 0.04m and 0.261m in the C−configuration and −0.074m and 0.377m in the F −configuration, z−coordinate of the atomic trajectory apogee in the upper interferometer is equal to 0.328m (see Fig. 1c,f) . Using Eq. (24) we got for PDD ∆ 2 s φ = 0.530535rad, (27) which is less than the value (9) obtained in the article [3, 4] , by 3.2%. The difference seems to be related to the fact that in these calculations, the contributions from platforms and other sources of gravity were not taken into account. Table I contains relative contributions to the PDD from two configurations, besides the phase values, linear and quadratic terms in the relative phase variations, due to the uncertainties of atomic coordinates and velocities, obtained using Eqs. (18, 25) , are also given. 
and for the shift
For SDs achieved in [3, 4] σ (x jI ) = σ (y jI ) = 10 −3 m, (30a)
one arrives to the RSD and the shift σ δ∆
s δ∆
V. PHASE DOUBLE DIFFERENCE AND ERROR BUDGET AT OPTIMAL CONDITIONS
Let us apply now for the system of 24 cylinders the optimization procedure proposed in [5, 10] . According to [18] and unlike [3, 4] we have chosen for calculations in this section the distance between the lower and upper set of cylinders dh = 0.05m. Our first task is to find the points of maximum and minimum (in the space of coordinates and Position-velocity cross term −5.66 (δvx1C δx1C + δvy1C δy1C ) + 11.31δvz1C δz1C − 4.821 (δvx2C δx2C + δvy2C δy2C ) + 9.64δvz2C δz2C velocities {z, v z }) of the phase produced by the source mass field in C−configuration, φ
s . Putting T 1 = 0, we found for these points (see Fig. 2 )
The velocities v z max and v z min coincide up to the fifth digit; up to the third digit, they coincide with the velocity of the atomic fountain [27] v = gT = 1.569m/s. The phase difference of the first order will be equal to
At this stage, before performing the calculations in the F −configuration, we can calculate the shift and the RSD only with respect to the phase difference (33). Table II contains linear and quadratic terms in the relative variation of the phase ∆ (C) s , due to the uncertainties of atomic coordinates and velocities, obtained using Eqs. (18, 25) One sees that despite the choice of extreme points, linear dependencies in phase variation do not completely disappear. This is because extrema were found not exactly but approximately. If {z, v z } is a given approximate extreme point of the function f (z, v z ), then using the iteration formulas
one can find out the extremum with any arbitrarily high accuracy.
Using the data from Table II and Eqs. (17a, 17b, 21, 22) , one gets for the RSD
and for the relative shift
At the uncertainties (30) one gets
Now consider the F −configuration. In this configuration, points {z 1F , v z1F } = {z max , v max } and {z 2F , v z2F } = {z min , v min } found above are not extreme, and therefore the main contribution to the variation of the phase difference of the first order, δ∆ (F ) s φ, arises from the linear terms. Including only these terms, one receives for RSD from Eqs.
The distance 2L between the halves of the source mass should be chosen so large that an increase in RSD (37a) would be insignificant. Specifically, we demanded a full RSD did not exceed (37a) on the amount more than 10%, which means that
One can guarantee the fulfillment of this condition if the absolute value of the each of four terms in square brackets in (38) is less than
s φ . The most dangerous here is the last term in (38). From the Fig. 3 one can be sure that the inequality
where
is satisfied starting from the value
After the halves of the source mass are moved apart by distances of ±L, we get for the phase difference Table I , but at the optimal choice of the atomic positions and velocities in the C−configuration, and after horizontal moving apart the halves of the source mass in the opposite directions by the distance (42) in the F −configuration. +11.54δvz1C δz1C −4.919 (δvx2C δx2C + δvy2C δy2C ) +9.84δvz2C δz2C
[−23.22δvx1F δx1F + 6.13δvy1F δy1F +17.09δvz1F δz1F − 1.588 (δvy1F δx1F + δvx1F δy1F ) −22.87δvx2F δx2F + 6.02δvy2F δy2F + 16.84δvz2F δz2F −1.564 (δvy2F δx2F + δvx2F δy2F )] · 10
and therefore the PDD decreases to the value
Calculating [with the use of Eqs. (25)] derivatives of the interferometers' phases, one arrives to the relative contributions to the PDD presented in the Table III . With the data from this table one gets following final expressions for the RSD and shift
For the uncertainties (30) in the atomic positions and velocities, which we choose here following achievements in [3, 4] , one gets
In this section, we considered the movements of the halves of the source mass in the horizontal plane from the C−configuration to the F −configuration. Another option was considered in the article [14] , in which it was assumed that the source mass as a whole moves in the vertical direction. To determine the distance L of the displacement in the vertical direction, it is necessary to return to the Eq. (38) and inequality (39). The calculation showed that in this case the greatest danger is again the last term in braces in the equation (38). So we return to inequality (40). Solving it numerically, one obtains that the displacement must be not less than
Since this distance is 1.8 times greater than the distance (42), we consider horizontal displacement to be preferable to vertical displacement. I would also like to emphasize that the horizontal displacement of the source mass was implemented in the article [9] .
VI. 13 TONS SOURCE MASS
We have already mentioned above that G. Rosi proposed and studied [14] a new approach to the measurement of G with an accuracy of 10 ppm, based on the technique of eliminating the gravity-gradient terms [13] . In addition to the new technique, estimates have been performed for the source mass weight increased to the 13 tons, time separation between Raman pulses increased to
and the uncertainty of the velocity of atomic clouds reduced to Position-velocity cross term 2.390 (δvx1C δx1C + δvy1Cδy1C ) − 4.780δvz1C δz1C + 1.446 (δvx2C δx2C + δvy2C δy2C ) − 2.892δvz2C δz2C
In this section we show that the optimization of PDD applied to set of cylinders used in [3, 4] , with a total weight of about 13 tons and uncertainties of the atomic initial positions and velocities (30a, 30b) and (50), can also lead to accuracy of PDD measurement of the order of 10 ppm. Specifically, we assume that the cylinders are located on a 5-storey structure with a distance between the floors of 0.20011m. Each of the floors has 126 cylinders as shown in Fig. 4c ,f. This arrangement of the cylinders is a natural generalization of the geometry chosen in the [3, 4] . Maximum and minimum points of the function φ (C) (z, v) ,
one selects for the initial coordinates and velocities of the atomic clouds in the first and second interferometer. The phase difference of the first order in this case is
Linear and quadratic terms in relative variations δ∆
s φ are pieced together in the Table IV . Substituting these data into the equation (21), one obtains for RSD and shift
which for uncertainties (30a, 30b, 50) are equal to Let us now consider the contribution from the F −configuration of the source mass. One determines the distance L of the halves of the source mass displacement in the horizontal direction from the inequality (39). The calculation showed that the greatest danger comes from the third term in braces in Eq. (38). Then one guarantees the inequality (39) fulfilment if
From Fig. 5 one sees that the halves of the source mass should be moved apart by a distance.
Then, by computing the first order phase difference in the F −configuration, ∆ s φ (F ) , one obtains for the PDD
With this signal, the various relative contributions to the PDD are presented in the table V. Calculating from these data the first and second order derivatives with respect to the coordinates and velocities of the atomic clouds, and
Another application of our formulas is the calculation of the systematic error due to the finite size of atomic clouds and their finite temperature [5, 10] . Let us now assume that δx is the deviation of the atom from the center of the cloud and δv is the deviation from the center of the atomic velocity distribution. If the temperatures are small enough to ignore the Doppler frequency shift, and the aperture of the optical field is large enough to assume that the areas of the Raman pulses do not depend on the position of atoms in the cloud, then the only reason for the dependence of the PDD on {δx, δv} is that the gravitational field δg [x (t)] is not the same for different atoms in the cloud. Averaging the phase of the AI over an atomic distribution one will receive from the equation ( 
where a m = 2 δx 2 m and v 0m = 2 δv 2 m are the radius and thermal velocity of the atomic cloud along the m−axis. Here we pay attention to the fact that at equal radii, a x = a y = a z , and temperatures, v 0x = v 0y = v 0z , the systematic error (62) disappears. This follows from the Eqs. (25c, 25e) and from the fact that the gravitational field obeys the Laplace equation and, therefore, the trace of the gravitational field curvature tensor (26) χ zmm = 0.
In the absence of linear terms, one can diagonalize the quadratic shape in phase variation (18) , so that. 
By analogy with the error budget in [2-4, 14, 16, 18, 21] , if each term m in (63) is independent of the others, one might expect that his contribution to the SD is
and σ (φ) = 
This, however, is not precisely correct. The calculation shows that for independent extreme variables, the expression (65) is true, but the contribution of each term is
where κ (q m ) is a cumulant (20) , i.e. even for normal distribution when κ (q m ) = 0, the contribution from each term is √ 2 times greater than in (64). Instead of using tables, we propose to use for error budget expressions for relative SD (28, 35, 45, 53a, 59a) and relative shift (29, 36, 46, 53b, 59b) [obtained by means of general Eqs. (21)], in which one should substitute the coordinates and velocities uncertainties achieved or assumed to be achieved in the experiment.
In this article we have only considered error budget related to atomic variables and did not consider errors associated with the properties of the source mass. Examples of calculation errors associated with the uncertainties of positioning and orientation of the various components of the source mass can be found in the article [10] . We would only like to emphasize that, as in the article [14] , it is preferable to use source masses consisting of as many components as possible. So if one uses N cylinders, the signal f consists of the contributions f m of the each cylinder (m = 1, . . . N ) . 
Finally, we would like to note that, following the statement [14] , that 13-ton source mass can be implemented in the experiment, we increased the number of cylinders to 630 (more than 26 times). At the same time, the optimal signal increased only 8.4 times [compare Eqs. (58) and (44)], and this increase is partly due to an increase in the delay time between the Raman pulses T. This example shows that an increase in the weight of the source mass does not even lead to a proportional signal increase. More promising here is an increase in the signal due to the large values of T , the effective wave vector k and the optimal aspect ratio of the source mass. Due to these factors we predicted [5] PDD ∆ (2) s φ = 386.527rad even for a source mass M = 1080kg.
